Boost Productivity, Save Space.

Like many imaging facilities, you’re probably looking for a way to speed workflow and improve productivity. And of course, a way to conserve floorspace is always welcome. You’ll be glad to hear about the new Multi-Modality Acquisition Software from Carestream.

This innovative option allows you to control two Carestream CR systems or one CR and one DR system from a single console. As you process two cassettes in parallel, you’ll double your throughput – and conserve valued space. The solution can provide a CR backup in your DR room, as well as CR long-length imaging capabilities.

Multi-Modality Acquisition Software is available as an option to control two DirectView Elite or Classic CRs or one DirectView Elite/Classic CR with one DRX-1 System, DRX-Evolution or DRX-Ascend. Requires DirectView v5.7 or higher software.

ADVANTAGES AT A GLANCE

- Utilizes one console to control two systems
- Improves productivity
- Maximizes space
- Saves time and steps
- Operates a CR scanner as backup to your DR room
- Enables use of CR long-length imaging in your DR room
CARESTREAM Multi-Modality Acquisition Software

Control Two Carestream Systems From a Single Console.

Control Two CR Systems OR A CR System and a DR System

A Community of Service and Support
For service to depend on, look to our Customer Success Network. We work continuously to advance the performance of our imaging solutions to evolve with your changing needs — and help you make the most of your budgets and resources. Carestream’s Customer Success Network surrounds you with a dynamic team of experts, with a Single Point of Entry for easy, customized access to the right people in every situation. You and your patients benefit from the expertise and best practices only Carestream can deliver — based on thousands of customer engagements worldwide and our 100-year heritage in medical imaging.

carestream.com